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Scottish General Election (Coronavirus) Bill: postal voting 
 
Dear Bill 
 
Thank you for the evidence session on the Bill on 19 November. The question of assisting 
postal voters by mitigating postage costs was raised in the discussion.  
 
I am pleased to be able to confirm that a substantial degree of assistance is already provided 
to persons voting by post. Each postal vote is already cast at no cost to the individual voter, 
using a first class Business Reply Envelope (BRE) supplied by the Returning Officer. 
 
In relation to electoral registration, Electoral Registration Officers (ERO) currently enclose a 
BRE with any Invitation to Register and also with subsequent reminders. EROs encourage 
political parties to direct people who wish to register to vote to https://www.gov.uk/register-
to-vote as it is quicker and easier than parties directly providing blank registration forms 
(without BREs).  
 
EROs have agreed to issue BREs with all postal vote application forms that they send ahead 
of the May elections. As a result, all new applicants for a postal vote who obtain an 
application form directly from an ERO will be able to avoid postage costs.  
 
BREs are not provided to political parties, who also provide voters with postal vote 
application forms. This is therefore the principal area in which a voter seeking to vote by 
post may incur postage costs (although some parties may provide a stamped addressed 
envelope). Voters in this situation would be likely to incur the cost of one postage each: at 
the point at which they send the application form to the ERO.  
 
If EROs were instead to print and post the application form for these voters, this would cost 
in the region of £0.40 per voter in addition to the cost of the return envelopes themselves 
(At around £12 per 1,000, plus the cost of the return postage at approximately £0.40 for 
each return). If EROs were to issue political parties with bulk BREs as well as forms EROs 
would have to meet the additional cost of the envelopes and return postage.  
 

https://www.gov.uk/register-to-vote
https://www.gov.uk/register-to-vote
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If voters were instead provided with a Handwritten Freepost Name, allowing voters to write 
in the ERO’s freepost address, the cost would vary for as it would depend on the size and 
shape of the application being returned. The additional cost involved is not a controllable 
cost because of the potential for variation in the size of envelopes sent to EROs and it is 
possible that other communications may be sent using a freepost address once it becomes 
available.  
 
It is challenging to estimate the number of voters potentially involved. Around 18% of the 
electorate have already registered for a postal vote and will not be required to take action. 
An increase in postal voting to 40% of the electorate would involve around 917,000 new 
postal vote applications (each percentage of the electorate representing around 41,674 
voters1. It is unknown what percentage of these new postal voters would apply directly to an 
ERO (and so avoid postal costs) and what percentage will apply using another route such 
as a form provided by a political party. If, for example, 900,000 people apply for a new postal 
vote and half of them do so by contacting EROs directly, the approximate cost in covering 
the postal votes of the remaining 450,000 voters would be at least: 
 

Item Calculation Cost 

Cost of the application form 
being printed and posted out 
by EROs  

450,000 voters x £0.40 £180,000 

Return postage  450,000 voters x £0.40 £180,000 

Cost of return envelopes £12 per 1,000 for 450,000 
voters 

£5,400 

Total  £365,400 

 
If EROs are to meet this expenditure, EROs would expect the Scottish Government to 
provide funding. 
 
I hope that the Committee finds this information helpful.  
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 

 
 
 

GRAEME DEY 

                                            
1 https://www.nrscotland.gov.uk/statistics-and-data/statistics/statistics-by-theme/electoral-statistics/1st-
december-2019 
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